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ABSTRACT: Based on a small test system, (R)-CH(OH)(OO−)CH2CHO, we have developed a cost-effective approach to the practical implementation of multiconformer transition state theory for peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions at atmospherically relevant temperatures. While conformer searching is crucial for accurate reaction rates, an energy cutoff can be used to significantly reduce the computational cost with little loss of accuracy. For the reaction barrier, high-level calculations are needed, but the highest level of electronic structure theory is not necessary for the relative energy between conformers. Improving the approach to both transition state theory and electronic structure theory decreases the calculated reaction rate significantly, so low-level calculations can be used to rule out slow reactions. Further computational time can be saved by approximating the tunneling coefficients for each transition state by only that of the lowest-energy transition state. Finally, we test and validate our approach using higher-level theoretical values for our test system and existing experimental results for additional peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions in three slightly larger systems.

INTRODUCTION

Reduced carbon species are emitted to the atmosphere in enormous quantities from both biogenic and anthropogenic sources.1−3 These are oxidized in the environment by a diverse set of gas and heterogeneous processes, which greatly reduces their volatility. The low-volatility compounds formed play a key role in the growth of secondary organic aerosol (SOA).4 While SOA unambiguously affects the Earth’s radiative balance via both direct and indirect effects, quantitative assessment of this climate forcing remains a challenge.5

Recently it has been shown that autoxidation reactions may play a significant role in the atmospheric oxidation processes leading to the formation and growth of SOA.6,7 Autoxidation is a series of radical reactions characterized by alternating oxygen addition reactions and intramolecular hydrogen shift reactions. Each O2 addition leads to a peroxy radical, which in turn abstracts a hydrogen atom from a different location in the same radical species. The initial radical species can be formed following reaction with, e.g., OH or O3, and the termination step is usually thermal decomposition or a radical–radical reaction.6

In the atmosphere, autoxidation competes with reactions with other radicals such as NO, HO2, and other RO2 species, and the branching ratios among these pathways depend on the relative reaction rates of the various reactions. For reliable representations of the atmosphere in, e.g., chemistry-transport and ultimately climate models, it is therefore necessary to determine autoxidation reaction rates accurately. For the autoxidation mechanism, the hydrogen shift reactions represent the rate-determining steps, and accordingly, the reaction rates for these types of reactions are central. To assess these reaction rates, quantum-chemical calculations represent an invaluable tool, as they allow treatment of a wide range of systems, conditions, and reactions.

A number of early studies of these hydrogen shift reactions have employed conventional transition state theory, in which the reaction rate is calculated from a transition state and the two conformers connected to it via an intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC), an approach that we will call IRC-TST.7,8−12 This approach will almost inevitably overestimate the reaction rate and therefore the relative importance of autoxidation. The reason is that most often the barrier height will be underestimated, as the IRC likely does not connect the lowest-energy conformers. The ability of some conformers to form internal hydrogen bonds can change the reaction barrier by several kcal/mol, which greatly affects the calculated reaction rates.13 Furthermore, as there are generally more conformers of the reactant than the transition state, the overall transition state partition function is usually smaller than the overall reactant partition function, which decreases the rate.

Within the framework of TST, the presence of multiple conformers can be taken into account by multiconformer transition state theory (MC-TST).14 The MC-TST reaction rate constant can be considered a sum of the individual IRC-TST reaction rate constants, each weighted by the Boltzmann partition function, which decreases the rate.13
started to emerge as a method in the study of atmospheric autoxidation.15–19

For most systems, computational limitations necessitate approximations to the full MC-TST treatment. We have therefore developed a guideline for the practical implementation of MC-TST for the atmospherically important unimolecular hydrogen shift reactions in peroxy radicals. The goal is to minimize both the computational and human time required for these types of calculations while maintaining high accuracy. The approach is intended for hydrogen shift reactions of small to medium-sized peroxy radicals (around 5–15 non-hydrogen atoms) at atmospherically relevant temperatures. The challenge upon progressing to larger systems is twofold: First, larger, more flexible molecules have more conformers that need to be considered. For example, in a recent study of O3-initiated cyclohexene autoxidation, the total number of conformers initially generated was on the order of 100,000.17 Second, the scaling of the quantum computational methods means that the computational cost of each conformer increases significantly. For instance, the computational effort of the CCSD(T) energy calculation scales approximately as the seventh power of the system size.20 While higher-level treatment may be possible for the initial reactions of many species of atmospheric relevance, during autoxidation the size of the species studied continuously increases by sequential addition of molecular oxygen, and having a systematic approach that can consistently treat all reactions along the way is very desirable.17 Apart from atmospheric science, the importance of hydrogen shift reactions has also been acknowledged in combustion chemistry, and we will therefore also assess our approach at elevated temperatures.21−24

We have carried out a systematic investigation on a small test system for which a high-level treatment is possible. We have chosen the 1,5-aldehydic hydrogen shift in (R)-1-hydroxy-3-oxopropyl-1-peroxy radical, (R)-CH(OH)(OO·)CH2CHO, shown schematically in Figure 1. While the radical is small enough for a high-level treatment including coupled-cluster optimization, it remains representative of peroxy radicals of atmospheric interest. For instance, it closely resembles a radical formed in the OH-initiated oxidation of acrolein. The motif of a peroxy group radical abstracting an aldehydic hydrogen is usually fast, as observed in, e.g., methacrolein.11,25 Furthermore, it has the ability to form internal hydrogen bonds, which can be important for the conformational sampling.13

As an additional reaction, we have studied the reverse 1,5-hydrogen shift to re-form the peroxy radical, as the relative rate between the forward and reverse reactions is important for the product distribution for systems with multiple, competing reactions. Despite having studied both the forward and reverse reactions, we use the convention of referring to the peroxy radical as the reactant and the acyl radical as the product, corresponding to the reaction from left to right in Figure 1. For these two reactions, we have tested the effect of a wide range of parameters, including the method used in the initial conformer search, the use of various cutoffs along the progression toward higher-level calculations, and the method used for calculating the energy barrier.

On the basis of our observations, we have developed a guideline for the implementation of MC-TST for hydrogen shift reactions of peroxy radicals. This guideline is applied to three additional peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions for which experimental results are available.

## THEORY AND METHODS

Systematic conformer searches were carried out using Spartan’14 and the molecular mechanics (MMFF and SYBYL) and semiempirical (AM1, MNDO, PM3, PM6, and RM1) methods available in this program as well as density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level.26−40 These were selected to cover a wide range of different methods and because of their availability in Spartan. While B3LYP is known to lack a proper description of dispersion interactions, it was chosen because its implementation is usually very efficient and it has been widely tested.41–43 Furthermore, it has been found to accurately predict the energy ordering of conformers.17,44,45

In a systematic conformer search, every nonterminal bond is rotated a certain number of times, and an optimization is conducted to see if the resulting structure represents a minimum on the potential energy surface. The default number of rotations in Spartan is 3 for bonds between sp3 hybridized atoms and 2 for bonds between sp2 hybridized atoms. For the transition states, constraints were placed on selected bond lengths before the conformer search was initiated, as no conformer sampling algorithms or molecular mechanics force fields for transition state structures were available. While transition state force fields (TSFFs) do exist, they need to be parametrized specifically for the reaction studied.46,47 In the constrained conformer searches, tests showed that constraining only the bonds being formed and broken is not enough and that at least one more constraint is needed for effective conformer sampling of the transition state (see Table S5). Molecular mechanics is sensitive to the bonds drawn in the input, and for the transition state searches, the bonding pattern of the reactant was retained but with the bond lengths of the transition state.

All of the conformer searches were carried out using the keywords “searchmethod=systematic” to ensure systematic conformer searches and “keepall” to prevent removal of conformers. For the semiempirical methods, the keywords “scicycyles=500” and “geometriccylces=500” were employed to increase the number of cycles for the SCF and geometry convergence, as the default number of cycles was not enough for all conformers.

By default, MMFF as implemented in Spartan’14 treats RO2 oxygen radicals as anions, which greatly affects the conformer sampling. Generally, the treatment of radicals by MMFF and most other standard force fields is inadequate, as they have not been parametrized for these.27,53,48–50 Therefore, further calculations were carried out by tweaking the treatment of...
the radical centers using two different keywords: The keyword "ffhint = X~y+0" specifies the charge of atom X to be 0, as is correct for the radical species treated here. Similarly, the keyword "ffhint = X~y" changes the molecular mechanics atom type of atom X to type y. In our calculations, X is the radical center, and several different atom types, y, of this were tested. These two approaches will be denoted as MMFF-charge and MMFF-type, respectively. They are described in the "Mechanics FAQs" section of Spartan'14.

The molecular mechanics and semiempirical conformer searches were followed by DFT optimizations carried out using Gaussian 09, revision D.01.51 Subsequent frequency calculations were carried out to confirm the character of the stationary points identified (no imaginary frequencies for reactants and products and one imaginary frequency for transition states).

The DFT calculations were carried out using two functional/basis set combinations: B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ.39,40,52−57 With the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (abbreviated as aVTZ), the calculations were carried out with the keywords "opt = verytight" and "int = ultrafine". The two levels of theory were chosen because they have previously shown good agreement with much higher level calculations for relative energies between conformers (B3LYP) and reaction barriers (ωB97X-D), respectively.

For the transition states, the additional optimization keywords "calcfc" and "noeigentest" were used to guide the optimization by calculating the force constants in the first optimization step and suppressing the termination of the calculation even if more than one imaginary frequency was calculated initially. For the transition states, the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) TS optimization was preceded by a constrained optimization with the same constraints as employed in the conformer search. Bypassing the constrained optimization was tested but found to be very ineffective (see Table S7).

The "opt = calcall" and "scf = qc" keywords were employed in a limited number of cases for which convergence was an issue or imaginary frequencies were observed for the reactant or product. All of the thermodynamic calculations were carried out at 298.15 K and 1 atm, unless otherwise stated.

Molpro 2012.1 was used for single-point energy calculations on top of the ωB97X-D/aVTZ-optimized structures at the ROHF-ROCCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVQZ-F12 level (abbreviated F12) for more accurate energies.12,42,43 ROCCSD(T)-F12a has shown very good agreement with higher-level results with much faster basis set convergence.61 In accordance with recommendations, the calculations were carried out using "gem_beta = 0.9", which sets the value of the geminal Slater exponent β in the F12 correlation factor to 0.9.63 To test the quality of the ωB97X-D/aVTZ geometry, the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product were optimized at the F12 level to assess the error introduced by doing only single-point F12 calculations.

**Transition State Theory.** Chemical reaction rate constants were calculated using transition state theory including quantum-mechanical tunneling. In transition state theory, the reaction rate constant, $k$, for a unimolecular reaction is given by

$$k = \frac{k_B T}{h} \frac{Q_{TS}}{Q_R} \exp \left( -\frac{E_{TS} - E_R}{k_B T} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $k$ is the quantum-mechanical tunneling coefficient, $k_B$ is Boltzmann's constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $h$ is Planck's constant, $Q_T$ and $Q_R$ are the partition functions of the transition state and reactant, respectively, and $E_{TS}$ and $E_R$ are the corresponding zero-point-corrected electronic energies of the transition state and reactant. The difference in energy between the reactant and transition state is the reaction barrier.

For all but the smallest or most rigid systems, a number of conformers of the reactant, TS, and product exist (see Figure 2), which can be taken into account in different ways. In the method we will refer to as intrinsic reaction coordinate TST (IRC-TST), one conformer of the transition state is used along with the conformers of the reactant and product connected to it via an IRC. As we carried out the conformer sampling, we used the lowest-energy conformer of the transition state in the IRC-TST calculations. A better approximation than IRC-TST is to calculate the reaction rate constant from the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product, an approach that we call lowest-conformer TST (LC-TST). Multiconformer transition state theory (MC-TST) can be used to include the effect of multiple conformers within the framework of TST.14 In a multiconformer system, not all reactants will be in a conformation with a path across the reaction barrier, as shown in Figure 2. The MC-TST reaction rate can therefore be calculated as a sum of IRC-TST reaction rate constants, one for each transition state, weighted by the Boltzmann populations of the corresponding reactants:

$$k = \sum_i F_i \times k_{IRC}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the sum runs over all transition states, $k_{IRC}$ is the IRC-TST reaction rate constant (including tunneling) of conformer $i$ (calculated as in eq 1), and $F_i$ is the relative Boltzmann population of the reactant connected to TS, via the IRC. The equation assumes that the barriers for interconversion between the various conformers are low enough to allow these to be in internal equilibrium. For ease of calculation, the MC-TST expression in eq 2 can be rewritten (see section S1) in the following more convenient form:

![Figure 2. Overview of the energetics of the system studied here showing the individual conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product as well as the IRCs. The dashed lines connect the IRCs to the corresponding stationary points. All values were calculated at the ωB97X-D/aVTZ level.](image-url)
In eq 3, the summations in the numerator and denominator are carried out over all conformers of the transition state and reactant, respectively. \( k_i \) is the tunneling coefficient calculated from the path connected to TS, \( \Delta E_i \) represents the zero-point-corrected energy of transition state conformer \( i \) relative to the lowest-energy transition state conformer, and \( Q_{TS,i} \) is the total partition function of transition state conformer \( i \). \( \Delta E_R \) and \( E_R \) are the corresponding values for reactant conformer \( j \). \( E_{TS,0} \) and \( E_{R,0} \) in the final factor refer to the zero-point-corrected energies of the lowest-energy conformers of the transition state and reactant, respectively. In the case of only one reactant and transition state, eq 3 reduces to the well-known TST expression in eq 1. The assumption that tunneling is the same for all reaction paths leads to the form in which MC-TST is usually presented:

\[
k = \frac{k_B T}{h} \sum_{i} \frac{Q_{TS,i}}{k_B T} \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta E_i}{k_B T} \right) \frac{\exp \left( -\frac{E_{TS,0} - E_{R,0}}{k_B T} \right)}{k_B T}
\]

\[(3)\]

The energies and partition functions in the MC-TST expression can be calculated at different levels of electronic structure theory. Table 1 provides an overview of the various levels of electronic structure theory employed for calculation of the reaction rate constants along with the names used to refer to them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B3LYP</td>
<td>B3LYP/6-31+G(d) partition functions and zero-point-corrected energies for all conformers included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega B97X-D )</td>
<td>( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ ) partition functions and zero-point-corrected energies for all conformers included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12-lowest</td>
<td>ROHF-ROCCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12/( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ ) single-point energies plus ( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ ) ZPVE for the reaction barrier and ( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ ) zero-point energies for the relative energies between conformers and for partition functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12-all</td>
<td>Like F12-lowest but with F12 single-point energies combined with ( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ ) zero-point corrections for all conformers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The energy difference between the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant and TS. In the sum of partition functions.

levels of electronic structure theory employed for calculation of the TST reaction rate constants in this work. Unless otherwise stated, the reaction rate constants presented in this work do not include tunneling, as this was treated separately.

**Tunneling.** Because of the low mass of the hydrogen atom being transferred, quantum-mechanical tunneling is important for most hydrogen shift reactions.54 Because MC-TST is a Boltzmann-weighted sum of IRC-TST reaction rates, the correct way to include tunneling is to use the corresponding tunneling coefficient for each of these, as shown in eq 3. However, this requires calculation of a tunneling coefficient for each of the pathways across the barrier, which can be computationally expensive. Optimally, for simplicity and to save computational time, we want, as an approximation, to use only one tunneling coefficient, as shown in eq 4.

As shown in eq 3, each of the tunneling coefficients is weighted by the Boltzmann weight of the corresponding transition state multiplied by its partition function. Under the assumption that the partition functions of different conformers are similar, this means that the most important tunneling factor is the one related to the lowest-energy transition state, and the most logical approximation is to use only this. For this approximation to be good, either the tunneling coefficients calculated from the different transition states must be similar or the Boltzmann population of the lowest-energy transition state must be significantly higher than that of the other transition states.

Assessment of various methods for calculating tunneling coefficients and the calculation of highly accurate tunneling coefficients are not the focus of this paper, but tunneling is included to provide reasonable reaction rates. For the actual tunneling coefficient, we have used the widely employed 1D Eckart tunneling approach.65 Eckart tunneling is a simple one-dimensional tunneling approach in which the tunneling coefficient is calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation for an asymmetrical one-dimensional Eckart potential.65 It is the exact solution to an approximate potential derived from the barrier heights on both sides of the transition state and its imaginary frequency. Eckart tunneling has previously been shown to yield results in good agreement with multidimensional small-curvature tunneling for hydrogen shift reactions.66,67

The imaginary frequency of the transition state was calculated using \( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ \), while the barriers were calculated from F12 single-point electronic energies with \( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ \) zero-point vibrational corrections. With these, MATLAB R2013a was used to calculate the Eckart tunneling coefficients.68 We will refer to the level of electronic structure theory for the Eckart calculations as F12/\( \omega B97X-D \).

As a test, the IRC used to identify the conformers connected to the transition state were calculated using the “calcall” keyword at both the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and \( \omega B97X-D/aVTZ \) levels of theory. Higher-level multidimensional tunneling approaches were not assessed. While accurate tunneling coefficients are important for absolute rates, higher-level tunneling coefficients would not affect the conclusions drawn in this work.

**Hindered Rotations.** By default, Gaussian 09 treats all vibrations as harmonic oscillators, so unless otherwise stated, all of the reaction rate constants in this work were calculated using harmonic oscillator partition functions. However, low-frequency vibrations such as internal torsions are not well described by that model, and therefore, several other approaches for calculating the partition functions were assessed.

The “Freq = HinderedRotor” keyword in Gaussian 09 automatically identifies internal rotations and calculates the corrections to the partition functions and thermodynamic properties based on three different approximations for uncoupled (1D) hindered rotors: Pitzer and Gwinn, Truhlar, and McClurg.99−73 All three approaches interpolate between the quantum harmonic oscillator in the low-temperature limit and the free internal rotor in the high-temperature limit and differ only in the interpolation function (see section S2).89 To avoid double-counting, the calculated hindered rotor corrections to the partition functions were divided by the “Multi-
Similarly, it marks mirror images of the same conformer as identical for the system studied here that does not cause problems. Atom labels are no longer identical after, e.g., methyl torsion, the RMSD script fails to mark conformers as identical if the RMSD(geo) = 2 Å was implemented directly from Github. In its current form, the reactant. The uncertainties in the calculated partition function of the transition state are divided by the partition functions following a Kabsch rotation, RMSD(geo). The last of these was implemented directly from Github. In its current form, the RMSD script fails to mark conformers as identical if the atom labels are no longer identical after, e.g., methyl torsion, but for the system studied here that does not cause problems. Similarly, it marks mirror images of the same conformer as different, which again is not a problem for this system.

Identifying Unique Conformers. To distinguish between conformers at a given level of theory, we have written a bash-wrapped Python script (given in section S3) comparing the energy (electronic or zero-point-corrected), ΔE, dipole moment, Δμ, and root-mean-square-deviation of atomic positions following a Kabsch rotation, RMSD(geo). The last of these was implemented directly from Github. In its current form, the RMSD script fails to mark conformers as identical if the atom labels are no longer identical after, e.g., methyl torsion, but for the system studied here that does not cause problems. Similarly, it marks mirror images of the same conformer as different, which again is not a problem for this system.

Conformers were identified as duplicates when they were below a certain threshold for all three criteria. The optimal threshold depends on the system and the convergence criteria for the electronic structure calculation. Too-tight criteria would mark too many conformers as unique and thereby lead to double counting of conformers, while too-loose criteria would result in loss of conformers. By employing three different criteria to distinguish the conformers, one can loosen the threshold of each of the three criteria while decreasing the risk of losing conformers.

Plots of the geometrical RMSD as well as energy and dipole moment differences between pairs of conformers (Figures S1 and S2) show a clear separation between duplicate structures and different conformers. On the basis of these plots, cutoff values of ΔE = 1 × 10⁻³ hartree, Δμ = 1.5 × 10⁻² D, and RMSD(geo) = 2 × 10⁻² Å were chosen as criteria for identifying duplicates (see section S4). The uniqueness of the structures obtained was confirmed by visual inspection. While we expect these cutoffs to be suitable for systems similar to the one studied here, plots similar to the ones in section S4 can be used to check the validity and potentially find cutoffs that are more suitable for the system studied. Even for systems for which the geometrical comparison is not applicable for the reasons outlined above, we found that suitable cutoffs on energy and dipole moment are enough to effectively identify pairs of duplicate structures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following sections assess the effect of a wide range of parameters on the calculated reaction rate constant: conformer searching, approaches to electronic structure and transition state theory, and a cutoff in the number of conformers included in the MC-TST calculation. All of these considerations lead us to propose guidelines for the implementation of MC-TST. For the test system, the approach is assessed by comparison to a high-level theoretical benchmark, which includes F12 optimizations. In addition, our approach is applied to three additional peroxy radical hydrogen shifts in slightly larger systems for which experimental results are available.

Conformer Searching of the Reactant and Product. In Figure 3, we compare the number of conformers obtained from the various molecular mechanics and semiempirical conformer searching methods available in Spartan’14. For comparability, the conformer searches are followed by B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimizations of all structures. The results are given as a fraction relative to the combined total of all conformers obtained with all methods. Combining all of the various conformer searching methods, we have identified 48 unique conformers of the reactant and 81 unique conformers of the product at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The figure also includes the result obtained by bypassing the low-level conformer search and doing a B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimization directly on the systematically generated structures. However, this procedure requires DFT optimizations of a very large number of structures and is viable only for very small systems. For MMFF, the results obtained when enforcing the correct (neutral) charge on the radical center, MMFF-charge, and the results obtained with the best radical atom type of the ones tested, MMFF-type, are included in the figure. For all methods, the default value of threefold rotation around each of the nonterminal bonds was employed for this comparison. All conformer searches for the reactant and product, respectively, were started from the same geometry, which had been drawn by hand in the graphical user interface of Spartan.

As can be seen in Figure 3, none of the conformer searching methods locate all of the conformers of both the

![Figure 3](image-url)
reactant and product. The only method that does consistently well for both the reactant and product is B3LYP. However, even B3LYP does not locate all of the conformers, and more importantly, for larger systems it is not computationally viable.

It is clear that the molecular mechanics and semiempirical methods all have significant problems locating the conformers of the open-shell systems studied. Until cheap methods that are better suited for treating open-shell systems become more widely implemented, we have to accept some loss of conformers and can only attempt to minimize this and assess the error introduced by the incomplete conformer sampling. Generally, no better performance is observed for the semiempirical methods compared with the molecular mechanics methods. For the semiempirical methods, PM3 appears to do best, while PM6 appears to perform the worst.

Because of the Boltzmann weighting in the MC-TST expression, the importance of a conformer decreases with increasing energy. Figure 4 provides a detailed overview of the performance of selected conformer searching methods in terms of which specific conformers they succeed and fail to locate. The conformers are sorted by increasing energy to the right, which means that conformers to the left have the highest Boltzmann weights and influence the reaction rate the most. A full overview of the energies of all the different conformers and the details of which methods locate which conformers can be seen in section S5.1.

In both Figures 3 and 4, the worst overall performance is observed for MMFF with default parameters for the reactant, as it locates less than 20% of the conformers and misses the five lowest-energy conformers. As mentioned earlier, the problem is that MMFF treats the oxygen radical as an anion, which strongly affects the conformer sampling.

However, as is clear from the figures, changing the charge (MMFF-charge) or atomic type (MMFF-type) improves the results for MMFF significantly. For the peroxy radical, correcting the charge more than triples the number of conformers located. For the acyl radical, no difference is observed, as the default parameters already include the correct charge and MMFF-default performs quite well. For other carbon-centered radicals, however, changing the charge can be important. Even better results are obtained by changing the atom type assigned to the radical atom, the approach denoted MMFF-type. With the MMFF force field, Spartan erroneously assigns peroxy radical oxygens the MMFF atomic type “32”, which corresponds to a carboxylate oxygen. The default type for the acyl radical is type “203”, which is a Spartan extension to the original MMFF force field. For the peroxy radical oxygen we have tested types 6 (“generic divalent O”) and 7 (“generic C=O”) and for the acyl radical types 1 (“alkyl carbon sp”), 2 (“generic sp² C”), 3 (“generic carbonyl carbon”), and 4 (“allenic carbon”). The best results were obtained for types 6 and 3 for the reactant and product, respectively, which correspond to the types that would be expected without the radical center present, i.e., with a hydrogen bonded to the atom instead. These are the types included in Figure 3. For more detailed results from the testing of atom types, see section S5.2.

In Figures 3 and 4, we show that not only does MMFF-type locate a large fraction of conformers of both the reactant and product, it locates most of the important low-energy conformers. The method locates the 23 and 19 lowest-energy conformers of the reactant and product, respectively. The good performance is in part due to the fact that of the different atom types tested, only the best is included in the comparison in the figure. While such a search for the optimal atom type during a routine calculation is not viable, this suggests that with an extensive study of the optimal atom types for various radical species, MMFF-type would be a very good choice for conformer searching of radical species.

The data in Figure 3 suggest that besides B3LYP, SYBYL has the best overall performance, with the highest fraction of conformers captured for the peroxy radical (100%) and third highest for the acyl radical (56%). However, from Figure 4 it is clear that for the acyl radical SYBYL misses the two lowest-energy (and therefore most important) conformers plus another four of the 15 lowest-energy conformers.

For this system, test calculations suggest that increasing the number of rotations in the systematic conformer search beyond the default of 3 for all nonterminal bonds has very little effect on the number of conformers located, as shown in section S5.3. Similarly, starting the conformer search of the reactant or product from a geometry optimized with B3LYP/6-31+G(d) rather than a structure simply drawn by hand seems to change very little (see section S5.4).
For the DFT optimization directly following the conformer search, no systematic difference is observed between using B3LYP and oB97X-D (both with the 6-31+G(d) basis set) in terms of the number of conformers located. However, as B3LYP is a simpler functional, the optimizations are significantly faster (see section S5.5).

Conformer Searching of the Transition State. A slightly different approach is needed for the conformer search of the transition states, as we do not have access to any conformer searching methods that can treat these directly. To capture the structure of the transition states, conformer searches were carried out after constraining several bond lengths in a transition state structure. However, all of the semiempirical methods available in Spartan’14 failed to converge for the constrained optimizations, and therefore, no results were obtained for these. None of the molecular mechanics methods had problems with convergence.

For this small system, the total number of transition states is limited to four, and they are shown in Figure 5. Constraining only the C···H and H···O bonds in the C···H···O···O···C transition state moiety does not appear to be enough, as this approach locates only one of the four transition states with the various molecular mechanics methods, corresponding to the one being input. However, searches with both three (C···H, H···O, and O···O) and four (C···H, H···O, O···O, and O···C) constraints located all four transition states for all four molecular mechanics methods: SYBYL, MMFF-default, MMFF-charge, and MMFF-type. A comparison of the bond lengths for the reactant, transition state, and product shows that besides the bonds being formed and broken in the reaction (the C···H and H···O bonds), the O···O bond length is the one that changes the most among the reactant, transition state, and product (see section S5.7). Therefore, we suggest constraining those three bonds in conformer searching of transition state structures of hydrogen shift reactions of peroxy radicals. The challenge of using constrained conformer searches for the transition state is that a large number of the conformers located in the conformer search revert to the same structure after a transition state is that a large number of the conformers located after a transition state optimization with an optimization using the much more efficient minimization algorithm both reduces the total CPU time for the optimizations significantly (around a factor of 4 in this case) and leads to fewer structures ending up as transition states of other reactions (see section S5.8). Furthermore, this allows elimination of duplicate conformers earlier, which further reduces the CPU time.

Starting the conformer search from a B3LYP-optimized transition state structure rather than a transition state constructed by the “Guess Transition State” function in Spartan’14 similarly represents a sensible choice, as the structures resulting from the conformer search are closer to the ones subsequently optimized and the constrained optimizations therefore require fewer restarts (see section S5.9). This is not surprising, as the constrained bond lengths are in better agreement with the B3LYP-optimized structures and represent better guesses of the transition state structure. For systems with multiple hydrogen atoms on the carbon atom from which the abstraction occurs, it is important to consider whether different conformers can be obtained by abstracting the different hydrogens.

Effect of Conformer Search on Reaction Rate Constants. In Figure 6, we compare the MC-TST reaction rate constants obtained with the reactant (forward) or product (reverse) conformers located by the different search methods relative to the rate constant obtained using all conformers. All four transition states were used in all of the calculations. The dashed vertical lines divide the molecular mechanics methods on the left, the semiempirical methods in the center, and the DFT method (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) on the right. All of the reaction rates were calculated following B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimizations and frequency calculations of all structures.

Figure 5. oB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ-optimized structures of the four unique transition states sorted by zero-point-corrected energy at the same level, with the lowest-energy structure at the left.

Figure 6. Relative B3LYP MC-TST reaction rate constants, $k_i$, with the reactant (forward) or product (reverse) conformers found by the different search methods relative to the rate constant obtained using all conformers. All four transition states were used in all of the calculations. The dashed vertical lines divide the molecular mechanics methods on the left, the semiempirical methods in the center, and the DFT method (B3LYP/6-31+G(d)) on the right. All of the reaction rates were calculated following B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimizations and frequency calculations of all structures.
methods, nearly all of the reaction rate constants are within a factor of 2 of the rate constant obtained with all conformers.

The figure again highlights the unimpressive performance of the semiempirical methods relative to the much cheaper molecular mechanics methods. Two results stand out as being far worse than the others: The forward rate with MMFF-default and the reverse rate with PM6. Both deviations are caused by the method missing a large number of the important low-energy conformers. On the other hand, MMFF-charge, MMFF-type, and B3LYP provide very good results for both the forward and reverse reactions.

Missing a few conformers seems inevitable and generally introduces only little error relative to the optimal, but practically impossible, goal of locating all of the conformers. With an extensive study of the optimal atom types for various radical species, MMFF-type appears to be a good choice for conformer searching of radical species. Until such a study is carried out, however, we propose the use of MMFF with the correct charge enforced (MMFF-charge) for conformer searches, as this is an easy, general, and very effective fix. Alternatively, SYBYL appears to be a very reasonable alternative. In principle, one could combine the results from multiple conformer searching methods, but this may not be computationally feasible. The force fields tested here, however, are not parametrized for radicals, and force fields better suited for those may be necessary to reduce the risk of missing important conformers.

**Effect of TST and Electronic Structure Methods on Reaction Rates.** Both the approach to transition state theory (IRC-TST, LC-TST, or MC-TST) and the level of electronic structure theory (B3LYP, ωB97X-D, F12-lowest, or F12-all) are important for the calculated reaction rate constants. The combined effect of varying these two parameters for the forward and reverse reactions is shown in Figure 7. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to the reference value obtained at the highest level: MC-TST at the F12-all level of electronic structure theory. For the IRC-TST results, the lowest-energy transition state is used, and for the MC-TST results, all unique conformers located in total are included.

A very clear trend is observed for this system: improving the level of electronic structure theory or the approach to transition state theory decreases the reaction rate constant for both reactions. The effect is most dramatic for the reverse reaction, with more than 8 orders of magnitude of difference between the highest and lowest values. For the forward reaction, the difference is 3 orders of magnitude. This means that in order to get accurate reaction rate constants, both transition state theory and electronic structure theory need to be applied at a high level. On the other hand, the results also suggest that if a reaction is too slow to matter at the B3LYP IRC-TST level, it can likely be disregarded completely, and this level is therefore useful for initial screening to eliminate slow reactions effectively. The overestimation of reaction rates by B3LYP relative to higher levels of electronic structure theory is in agreement with the literature.

The difference between using F12 only for the reaction barrier, with ωB97X-D/aVTZ for the relative energies between conformers (F12-lowest), and using F12 single-point energies for all of the conformers (F12-all) is less than 20% for both the forward and reverse reactions. This suggests that for the relative energy between conformers, ωB97X-D/aVTZ is suitable, but in order to get an accurate barrier between the reactant and transition state, F12 is necessary. This means that only the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product need F12 single-point calculations. The data on which the figure is based are found in Tables S10 and S11.

**Effect of Cutoff on Reaction Rate.** Despite the good results for MC-TST, computational limitations necessitate the use of approximations to the full MC-TST approach for most systems. The Boltzmann weight in the MC-TST expression means that only the low-energy conformers contribute significantly to the reaction rate, and considerable amounts of computational time are spent optimizing the high-energy conformers for the full MC-TST calculation. For MC-TST to be computationally viable, it is therefore important to reduce the number of conformers before the computationally demanding high-level calculations. To be able to do this while keeping the important low-energy conformers, a correlation between the relative energy of a given conformer at the different levels of theory is necessary; the stronger the correlation, the smaller is the risk of losing important conformers with a given cutoff. Similarly, the earlier the cutoff is introduced, the larger the computational savings.

In Figure 8, we show the correlation between the relative electronic energy (force field energy for MMFF) of the reactant conformers at the consecutive levels of theory: MMFF-charge,
B3LYP, ωB97X-D and F12. While some correlation is observed between the molecular mechanics and optimized B3LYP energies, it is not very strong and shows several outliers. For large systems it may be necessary to introduce a cutoff directly following the molecular mechanics conformer search to avoid being overwhelmed, but it will be necessary to choose a reasonably high cutoff.

On the other hand, in Figure 8 we clearly see a very strong correlation between the relative energies of a given conformer for the remaining levels of electronic structure theory employed. The strength of the correlation between ωB97X-D/aVTZ and F12/ωB97X-D/aVTZ is likely partly due to the fact that they use the same (ωB97X-D/aVTZ) geometry, but this is how F12 will be employed in most calculations because of the very high computational cost of F12 optimizations. The strong correlation suggests that a cutoff after the B3LYP calculations will be a very reasonable way to save computational time with only a small risk of losing important low-energy conformers.

As shown in Figure 9, the correlation with the B3LYP-optimized energies is significantly better for B3LYP single-point energies than molecular mechanics energies (Figure 8, left panel). This shows that the molecular mechanics geometries are better than their energies, which is not surprising. For larger systems, for which a cutoff before B3LYP optimizations is necessary, using B3LYP single-point energies rather than molecular mechanics energies therefore seems to be a better choice in spite of the slightly higher computational cost.17 Providing an actual value for such a cutoff is difficult because of the limited spread in energy of the conformers of this system, but from Figure 9, a 5 kcal/mol cutoff seems reasonable.

The strength of the correlation, however, for both molecular mechanics and B3LYP single-point energies depends very much on the choice of molecular mechanics method (see section S7.1). The trends for the product are similar to the ones presented here for the reactant (see section S7.1 and Table S20).

Figure 10 shows how a cutoff on electronic energies following B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimizations affects the final MC-TST reaction rate constant calculated at the F12-all level. The rates in the figure were calculated by including all of the conformers below the cutoff, while all of the conformers above were excluded completely. The leftmost value corresponds to LC-TST, and the rightmost value corresponds to the full MC-TST approach. Also shown in the figure is the fraction of conformers excluded from further calculations as a function of the cutoff.

From Figure 10 it can be seen that even with a cutoff at a lower level of theory, relatively effective convergence is observed in the high-level MC-TST reaction rate. However, it is also clear that with a low energy cutoff, relatively large fluctuations in the calculated rate are observed. We tested the use of more computationally demanding levels to obtain the energy used for the cutoff, and while they significantly increased the computational cost, no clear improvement was observed for the calculated reaction rate constants (see Tables S21 and S22).

On the basis of the rapid convergence of the reaction rate constant with respect to an energy cutoff, we propose a cutoff of 2 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized electronic energies, which is the earliest level of theory except for molecular mechanics and therefore provides the largest computational savings. For the forward reaction, this introduces an error of 10% in the calculated reaction rate constant while saving 70% of the ωB97X-D optimizations and frequency calculations, and for the reverse reaction, the deviation from full MC-TST is 14% while saving 72% of the ωB97X-D/aVTZ optimizations and frequency calculations. The deviations of the calculated reaction rate constants are small compared with the total expected uncertainty, especially considering the significant computational savings.

For larger systems with more transition states, the effect of cutting away reactant conformers will partly be canceled by cutting transition states, an effect we do not observe here because all four transition states are within the 2 kcal/mol cutoff. This would partly negate the deviation from full MC-TST caused by the cutoff.

As shown in Figure 7, only F12 calculation of the lowest-energy conformer of the reactant, transition state, and product is needed for accurate reaction rates. The high cost of doing even single-point calculations at the F12 level, especially for larger systems, means that ideally we would like to do only one F12 single-point calculation each for the reactant, product, and transition state. The very strong correlation between the relative energies at the ωB97X-D and F12 levels shown in Figure 8 suggests that doing only F12 single-point calculations of the lowest-energy conformers at the ωB97X-D level is unlikely to introduce large errors. For the product, however, the two lowest-energy conformers switch order after F12 single-point calculations. Using only an F12 single-point calculation of the single lowest-energy ωB97X-D conformer would underestimate the reverse reaction barrier by 0.34 kcal/mol, which
would increase the calculated reverse reaction rate constant by a factor of 1.77. The two conformers are within 0.05 kcal/mol of each other in terms of zero-point-corrected energy at the ωB97X-D/aVTZ level, so if possible, rather than doing the F12 single-point calculation of only the lowest-energy ωB97X-D conformer, a very tight energy cutoff at that level may be used to increase the chance of finding the lowest-energy conformer at the F12 level. However, generally we will assume that the error introduced by doing F12 single-point calculations of only the lowest-energy conformers at the ωB97X-D level is small, especially compared with the computational cost of doing more.

Effect of Conformer Weighting of Tunneling Coefficients. In Table 2, we show the F12/ωB97X-D Eckart tunneling coefficients obtained for the system’s four transition states along with their relative zero-point-corrected F12 single-point energies and relative weights (ρ). The weight is defined as the Boltzmann factor multiplied by the partition function on the basis of the expression in the numerator of eq 3. The weighted average of the tunneling coefficients is also included in the table. For this system, all four Eckart tunneling coefficients are within a factor of 2.5 of each other, which suggests that a reasonably small error is introduced by using any of the tunneling coefficients. The similarity of the tunneling coefficients is not unexpected, as transition states for the same reaction tend to have similar imaginary frequencies. Furthermore, energy-lowering features of the transition state such as hydrogen bonds tend to remain in the IRC-connected reactant and product. This means that lower-energy conformers of the transition state often connect to lower-energy reactants and products, and similarly for higher-energy conformers, leading to similar barrier heights for the different IRCs (see Table S25).

Table 2 also shows that using the tunneling coefficient associated with the lowest-energy transition state is a good approach, as it represents nearly 50 percent of the total weight. The combination of the similarity of the tunneling coefficients and the large weight of the lowest-energy transition state in the calculation of the weighted tunneling coefficient means that using the coefficient of the lowest-energy transition state introduces an error of less than 25% relative to using the correctly weighted sum of all four tunneling coefficients. While the Eckart calculation itself is fast, it requires calculation of the IRC and F12-single point calculations of the end points, and thus, using a tunneling coefficient calculated from the lowest-energy transition state seems to be a reasonable approach considering the computational savings. For systems with a higher number of transition states and if more expensive tunneling approaches are employed, even larger computational savings will be obtained.

The Eckart tunneling coefficient obtained by using the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product is 86.8 at the F12/ωB97X-D level of theory, which is close to the weighted tunneling coefficient of 79.3. Thus, for this system, using only the lowest-energy conformer of the reactant, transition state, and product to calculate the tunneling coefficient would also be a reasonable approach. Generally, however, this approach is expected to overestimate the tunneling, as the IRC from the lowest-energy transition state rarely connects to the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant and product.

As mentioned previously, assessment of different methods for calculating tunneling coefficients is beyond the scope of this work, but for the 1,4- and 1,5-hydrogen shifts in n-propylperoxy radicals it has been shown that Eckart tunneling is within a factor of 2.4 and 1.4, respectively, of the multidimensional small-curvature tunneling at 300 K.66

As shown in section S8.2, we found that IRCs obtained at the computationally much cheaper B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level have

Table 2. F12/ωB97X-D Eckart Tunneling Coefficients (κ) for the Four Transition States, Their Relative Zero-Point-Corrected Energies (in kcal/mol), and Their Relative Weights (ρ) Calculated as the Boltzmann Factor Multiplied by the Partition Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E_{calc}</th>
<th>ρ</th>
<th>κ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS-1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS-2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>113.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS-3</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS-4</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>134.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
end points very similar to IRCs obtained at the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ level. Therefore, we propose using IRCs at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level to locate the conformers to which the transition state is connected. These can then be optimized at the higher level and used for the Eckart tunneling calculation.

**Summary of the Suggested Approach.** The procedures for the various parts of the suggested approach can be summarized by the lists of steps shown below.

**Initial sampling for the reactant and product:**
1. MMFF systematic conformer search with the correct charge (0) enforced on the radical center (MMFF-charge). (The starting geometry can be a structure drawn by hand or a B3LYP/6-31+G(d)-optimized geometry).
2. (Option for larger systems: B3LYP/6-31+G(d) single-point calculation followed by 5 kcal/mol energy cutoff.)
3. B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimization of all structures located in the conformer search.

**Initial sampling for the transition state:**
1. B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimization of one transition state structure and frequency calculation to ensure that the structure corresponds to a TS for the reaction of interest.
2. MMFF systematic conformer search with the correct charge (0) enforced on the radical center (MMFF-charge) starting from the B3LYP/6-31+G(d)-optimized transition state structure and with the bond lengths of the bond being formed and broken as well as the OO bond constrained.
3. (Option for larger systems: B3LYP/6-31+G(d) single-point calculation followed by 5 kcal/mol energy cutoff.)
4. B3LYP/6-31+G(d) constrained optimization (toward a minimum) of all structures with the same constraints as in the conformer search.
5. Removal of duplicate conformers via energy and dipole moment (and, if possible, geometry deviation).
6. B3LYP/6-31+G(d) TS optimizations of all unique structures with frequency calculations to ensure that the structures correspond to the TS of interest.

**Subsequent calculations for all structures:**
1. Removal of duplicate conformers via energy and dipole moment (and, if possible, geometry deviation).
2. $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ optimization and frequency calculation of all unique conformers for which the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) electronic energy is within 2 kcal/mol of the lowest-energy conformer.
3. ROHF-ROCCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVDZ-F12 (gem$_\beta$ = 0.9) single-point calculation of lowest-energy (zero-point-corrected) conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product at the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ level of theory using the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ geometries.
4. MC-TST reaction rate constant calculation following F12 single-point energies for the reaction barrier and $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ zero-point-corrected energies between conformers and partition functions (F12-lowest).

**Further calculations for Eckart tunneling:**
1. IRC at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level from the lowest-energy transition state at the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ level, but starting from the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) geometry, and optimization of the end points using B3LYP/6-31+G(d).
2. $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ optimization of the B3LYP-optimized IRC end points, if it is a conformer not already optimized at that level.
3. F12 single-point calculation of the IRC end points using the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ geometry.
4. Eckart tunneling coefficient calculation with the energy of the lowest-energy transition state and the corresponding optimized IRC end points calculated from F12 single-points with $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ zero-point vibrational energies and the imaginary frequency of the transition state calculated at the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ level of theory.

The approach outlined above assumes that both the forward and reverse reactions are of interest. If only the forward reaction is studied, only the IRC end point is of interest for the product, as this is used in the calculation of the tunneling coefficient. Better tunneling approaches are available and may be employed instead of the Eckart approach outlined here. A flowchart of the suggested approach can be found in section S9.

**Sensitivity and Assessment of the Approach.** For the lowest-energy conformers of the reactant, transition state, and product, ROHF-ROCCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVDZ-F12 optimizations were performed to assess the validity of using F12 single-point calculations rather than optimizations. These optimizations are orders of magnitude more computationally expensive than the single-point calculations, and only the small size of the test system allowed them to be carried out.

For the forward reaction, the F12-optimized reaction barrier is 0.24 kcal/mol higher than the barrier obtained using F12 single-point calculations, and for the reverse reaction, the difference is 0.33 kcal/mol in the same direction. For both the forward and reverse reactions, the rate obtained by using F12 single-point energies for the reaction barrier is within a factor of 2 (factors of 1.5 and 1.7, respectively) of the rate obtained using the F12-optimized energies. For both reactions, single-point calculations for the reaction barriers lead to overestimation of the reaction rate. The reasonably small difference highlights the quality of the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ geometries, and as F12 optimizations are not feasible for larger systems, this error is likely inevitable. The results are summarized in Table S26.

The quality of the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ geometries of the reactant, transition state, and product is further illustrated by the fact that the rotational partition functions are within 0.6% of those calculated using the F12-optimized geometries and the RMSD of the geometrical deviations is in each case below 0.04 Å (see Table S27).

For the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ optimization, tests show that the “opt = verytight” keyword employed provides virtually no improvement in the rates constants compared with the cost (see section S10.4). We therefore suggest that this keyword should not be employed. The “int = ultrafine” keyword should still be used.

Uncoupled (Truhlar, Pitzer and Gwinn, and McClurg) and coupled (MS-T) hindered rotor calculations were performed to assess the error introduced by treating the anharmonic low-frequency torsions as harmonic oscillators. Relative to the MS-T value, which is the only coupled hindered rotor approach employed, the harmonic oscillator assumption seemingly overestimates the MC-TST F12-lowest forward and reverse reaction rates by 46 and 64%, respectively. Most of the effect, however, is caused by one transition state conformer having a seemingly unusually low coupled torsional barrier (see section S10.5). Eliminating this structure in both the harmonic
oscillator and MS-T calculations reduces the overestimation by around two-thirds (to 12% and 24% for the forward and reverse reactions, respectively).

Similarly, the uncoupled (1D) hindered rotor approaches in Gaussian reduce the reaction rate relative to the harmonic oscillator approach. The Pitzer and Gwinn approach and the Truhlar method reduce the reaction rates by less than 15%, while the McClurg approach leads to reductions of around 30%. For three conformers, the Gaussian hindered rotor approach fails to achieve correspondence between the harmonic oscillator and hindered rotor vibrations. For these, the harmonic oscillator values have been used, but such observations are not particularly comforting. As the corrections are so relatively small and in view of the risk of seemingly unreasonable results and errors, we do not recommend the use of hindered rotor corrections, although that seems to lead to a small overestimation of the reaction rates. For a fuller discussion of the hindered rotor results, see section S10.5.

The reaction rate constants obtained with the approach outlined in this paper have been compared to the benchmark values obtained from MC-TST F12-all including all unique conformers, F12 optimizations for the energy barrier, tunneling from the four weighted Eckart tunneling coefficients, and the McClurg approach to hindered rotation (see Table S28). The latter was used because of the seemingly unreasonable result for MS-T and also because this is the most consistent of the methods implemented in Gaussian. The benchmark reaction rate constants obtained using this approach are $7.99 \times 10^{-2}$ and $5.85 \times 10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ for the forward and reverse reactions, respectively. The corresponding reaction rate constants obtained using our cost-effective approach are $1.68 \times 10^{-1}$ and $1.26$ s$^{-1}$. This corresponds to overestimations by factors of 2.1 and 2.2 for the forward and reverse reactions, respectively, relative to the benchmark.

For comparison, our approach saves 77% of the $\omega$B97X-D/aVTZ optimization and frequency calculations and 96% of the F12 single-point calculations. Furthermore, it requires no F12 optimizations, which are orders of magnitude computationally more expensive than the other calculations and not feasible for systems much larger than the one studied here. The computational time saved in locating conformers and optimizing these with B3LYP is not easily quantified, as several different conformer searching methods are required to obtain all of the conformers, but it is similarly significant. For this system at atmospherically relevant temperatures, our approach therefore retains accuracy to within a factor of 2.5 relative to the benchmark calculation while reducing the computational cost by more than 90%, and similar performance is expected for other systems.

**Assessment of the Approach at Elevated Temperatures.** Hydrogen shift reactions are not only relevant under atmospheric conditions but have also been found to be important in low-temperature combustion chemistry. We have assessed the performance of our suggested approach at a temperature of 1000 K.

The temperature dependence in the Boltzmann expression means that as the temperature increases, the higher-energy conformers become more populated and therefore more important. This naturally means that the errors introduced by a cutoff and incomplete conformer sampling of the high-energy conformers will both be larger. At 1000 K, the error from the cutoff increases by about 50 percentage points relative to that at 298.15 K, while the error from the incomplete conformer sampling increases by about 30 percentage points relative to that at 298.15 K (see Tables S36 and S37). At 298.15 K, a cutoff of 2 kcal/mol corresponds to 3.4RT, while at 1000 K the same cutoff corresponds to only 1RT, so at higher temperature a cutoff retaining the same value relative to RT is likely a better choice.

On the other hand, as a larger fraction of the molecules have sufficient energy to cross the barrier at 1000 K, tunneling becomes significantly smaller, and similarly, the error introduced by the tunneling coefficient decreases (Tables S38 and S39). At 1000 K, all of the tunneling coefficients are between 1.3 and 1.4. Using only the tunneling coefficient from the lowest-energy TS thus introduces an error of less than 2% relative to using the four weighted tunneling coefficients, compared with an error of 24% at 298.15 K. Even neglecting tunneling entirely causes an error of less than 40%.

The quality of the harmonic oscillator approximation decreases with increasing temperature, and therefore, the error introduced by neglecting hindered rotation is larger at 1000 K than at 298.15 K. For the MC-TST F12-lowest reaction rate including all conformers, the overestimation of around 30% for the harmonic oscillator relative to the McClurg approach at 298.15 K increases to a factor of 2 at 1000 K for both the forward and reverse reactions (see Table S40).

In total, the approximations introduced in our approach act to overestimate the reaction rate more at 1000 K than at 298.15 K. At 1000 K, the forward and reverse rate constants are overestimated by factors of 5.3 and 7.0, respectively (see Table S41), which are significantly worse than the factors of 2.1 and 2.2 at 298.15 K.

At 500 K, the error introduced by the approach is between that at 298.15 and 1000 K (see section S12). At temperatures higher than 1000 K, the deviations introduced by the approximations in the outlined approach are expected to be even more pronounced. Therefore, while an approach similar to the one outlined here is possible at combustion temperatures, higher energy cutoffs and better treatment of internal torsions are needed in order to retain accuracy.

**Application to Larger Systems.** To further assess the approach outlined in this work, we have applied it to three peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions for which experimental reaction rate constants are available in the literature. The first reaction (MACR) occurs in the autoxidation of methacrolein, and the second (3-PN-1) and third (3-PN-2) occur in the autoxidation of 3-pentanone. The reaction of methacrolein is of direct atmospheric relevance, while the two pentanone reactions are used as models for atmospherically relevant reactions, and to show that autoxidation can be accelerated by substituents. The transition states of the three reactions are shown schematically in Table 3.

The three reactions span a range of molecular sizes (four and five carbon atoms and three to five oxygen atoms), functional groups (carbonyl, hydroxy, and hydroperoxy), and types of hydrogen shift (1,4-aldehydic and 1,5). As such, they represent a wide range of the peroxy radical hydrogen shifts important in atmospheric autoxidation. Similar to the reaction studied in the test system, the MACR reaction is an aldehydic hydrogen shift, but the system size is increased by an additional carbon atom and the reaction is a 1,4-hydrogen shift as opposed to the 1,5-hydrogen shift of the test system. The pentanones have five carbon atoms and are non-aldehydic hydrogen shift reactions.
As can be seen in Table 3, the reaction rate constants obtained using the cost-effective approach outlined in this work are within a factor of 5 of the experimental values, which clearly highlights the usefulness and versatility of our approach for peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions.

For these four calculated reaction rate constants, further calculations were carried out to assess some of the recommendations derived from the test system and the error introduced by the approximations in our suggested approach. Conformer sampling using a limited number of the molecular mechanics approaches that performed well for the test system confirmed that loss of conformers is almost inevitable when only one force field is used. However, MMFF-charge and SYBYL remain good choices for reactants, transition states, and products. All of the rates calculated with the conformers found by each of the different conformer searching methods are within a factor of 1.3 of the reaction rate obtained with all conformers located, and most are significantly better (see Figures S5–S7). The largest deviation is observed for the forward reaction of MACR with MMFF-charge and is due to one relatively low energy reactant conformer being missed, but the overall performance of MMFF-charge and SYBYL is comparable.

As observed for the test system, we find that IRC-TST at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory represents an upper limit for the reaction rate constant that can be used to effectively eliminate slow reactions (see sections S13.3–4).

Finally, these additional reactions confirm that a 2 kcal/mol cutoff on electronic energy is suitable to save computational effort, as the error introduced is less than 20% for all of the reactions while more than half of the ωB97X-D/aVTZ calculations are saved (see section S13.5).

Extension of the approach to reactions different from peroxy radical hydrogen shifts has not been tested, but with small modifications it is expected to be valid for other unimolecular reactions at 298 K. These include alkoxo hydrogen shift reactions as well as for instance epoxide formation and unimolecular decomposition reactions such as OH, CO, or HO₂ loss. For systems similar to the organic radicals treated here, the accuracies of the quantum-chemical methods employed are expected to be comparable. Similarly, the cutoff value of 2 kcal/mol, which is primarily a consequence of the Boltzmann weight, is expected to be reasonable also for other types of reactions. The two key things to consider in applying this approach to other systems are the force field parameters to use and the constraints in the transition state conformer search. However, a good starting point for the latter is to constrain the lengths of the bonds that change the most among the reactant, transition state, and product.

Remaining Uncertainties. The results presented in this work for room-temperature calculations suggest that with the approach outlined, the error introduced by the conformer sampling and energy cutoff is likely within a factor of 2. However, if the lowest-energy conformer is missed, the error might be higher. Reduction in the uncertainty associated with the conformer sampling would probably require molecular mechanics methods parametrized to correctly treat radicals and transition state structures. This is expected to further save computational time for conformational sampling, especially for the transition state, by reducing the number of conformers reverting to the same structure after B3LYP optimization. At 298.15 K, the error introduced by the harmonic oscillator approach to internal torsion is also limited.

Relative to the F12-optimized values, the error in the energy barrier is expected to be smaller than 1 kcal/mol. We expect the ROHF-RCCSD(T)-F12/6-31+G(d) value to be close to the actual barrier, but higher-level calculations such as CCSDT or larger basis sets for the F12 optimizations are not computationally possible even for our small test system.

The approximation of using only one tunneling coefficient seems to be reasonable. On the other hand, as we have not assessed calculation of the absolute tunneling coefficient, the accuracy of this cannot be fully evaluated. It has been shown that for similar hydrogen shift reactions, the Eckart tunneling coefficient is in reasonable agreement with the results of higher-level multidimensional tunneling approaches. Nevertheless, our treatment of tunneling may represent the largest single remaining error source in the rate constant calculated using our approach at 298.15 K.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a cost-effective approach for calculating reaction rate constants of peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions. For the conformational sampling of radical species, we find that all of the molecular mechanics and semiempirical methods tested have significant problems, which can, however, partly be overcome by manually changing the treatment of the radical atom in molecular mechanics sampling. Despite the limitation in locating conformers, most of the methods provide reaction rates in good agreement with the rate obtained with all conformers. We propose MMFF with the correct neutral charge enforced on the radical center for conformer searches of the radical species involved in peroxy radical hydrogen shift reactions. For the transition states, however, it is necessary to constrain certain bond lengths in the conformer search. For the calculation of accurate reaction rates, MC-TST with F12 single-point calculations for the barrier is needed, while ωB97X-D/aVTZ calculations are suitable for the relative energy between conformers. ωB97X-D is also used to calculate the partition functions and zero-point energy corrections to the electronic energy. Low-level calculations can be used to eliminate slow reactions, as improving the approach to transition state theory and the level of electronic structure theory are both found to decrease the calculated reaction rate significantly. To save computational time, an energy cutoff can be used to exclude...
high-energy conformers (at the B3LYP/6-31G+(d) level) from higher-level calculations. This only had a small effect on the reaction rate. Tunneling is important for hydrogen shift reactions, as it can increase reaction rates at 298 K significantly. The effect of tunneling can be approximated by using the tunneling coefficient associated with the lowest-energy transition state instead of calculating one for each of the transition states. Here we used the Eckart tunneling coefficient calculated from the lowest-energy transition state and the reactant and product connected to this via an IRC. Compared to our best available values, we find that our approach provides very good results (within a factor of 2.5) at very significantly reduced computational cost at 298.15 K. At elevated temperatures resembling combustion conditions, our approach deviates more from the benchmark value, and changes such as higher energy cutoffs and better treatment of torsional vibrations are likely required. At room temperature, our approach provides reaction rates within a factor of 5 of three peryox radical hydrogen shift reactions, further highlighting its usefulness.
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